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Ferguson Enterprises, LLC is a leading distributor 
in North America providing expertise, solutions 
and products—such as infrastructure, plumbing, 
appliances, HVAC, fire, fabrication, and more—to 
residential and non-residential contractors. With 
highly skilled and knowledgeable associates, their 
mission is to make complex projects simple, 
successful, and sustainable.
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THE CHALLENGE THE SOLUTION

“The service has always been great and 
our Booster team is easy to get ahold of.”

Alli Davis, fleet analyst, Ferguson

As an industry leader, Ferguson prides 
itself on providing fast and trustworthy 
service. However, when it came to fueling 
their fleets, they were not receiving the 
same level of service in return.

The time spent taking off-route gas station 
trips hindered their business, and relying 
on other fuel providers proved ineffective 
as delivery times were frequently delayed 
or missed entirely.

Ferguson also needed a provider 
that integrated with WEX fuel 
cards, their primary method of 
payment.

Ferguson turned to Booster, an industry leader in 
providing reliable mobile energy fuel service. "It has 
been a game changer," says Alli Davis, fleet analyst at 
Ferguson.

Now, Booster's dedicated customer support team 
ensures fueling fleets at 14 of Ferguson's locations is a 
seamless process with dependable, on-time deliveries.

Ferguson also benefits from Booster’s advanced fuel 

portal and partnership with WEX. The portal provides 

clear and transparent fuel card usage, customizable 

reports and detailed billing across all locations.



THE RESULTS

766 17,000 $228,000milesvehicles

fueled consistently. Booster 
never misses a delivery window, 
so Ferguson fleets stay fueled 
and on the go.

reduced by avoiding off-route gas 
station trips per quarter, allowing 
Ferguson to dedicate more time to 
other key aspects of their business.

in annual savings on labor 
costs, wear and tear, and 
fuel card misuse.

Partner With Booster
Discover how Booster can impact your business through 

reliable and cost-effective mobile fueling.

fleet@boosterfuels.com  |  www.boosterusa.com  | 1-888-938-3563
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